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Abstract 

 

After praising the Lord of honor and generosity, then bestowing prayers 

on the benevolent of all mankind (Prophet Mohammed), I would say: 

 

   This study addressed the image of the night in Thi Al-Rummah utilizing 

the stylistic study. The intention is to unravel the identity of the image in 

his poetry relying on some rhetoric studies which are considered the 

pillars of this research. Then thrusting into whatever might unfold the 

characteristics of the image and its  artistic functions which reflects its 

uniqueness to the artist thus constructing an image in the mind of the 

receiver.    

The descriptive approach has been employed for this stylistic research. 

The descriptive approach relies on the linguistics facts in studying the 

conventional rhetoric formations , and the linguistics phenomenon that 

links the inside of the text with the grammar and the vocabulary, whilst 

the outside  considers the linguistics behaviors as a theme for discovering 

the expression potentials that the excerpt relies on. This allows the study 

of sections in the conjunction with the hole for the formation of a 

complete image. For these reasons, I have launched the study with an 

introduction that talks about the poet, his environment and his poetic 

position; then ejecting onto the image of the night before the poet era and 

after it in an effort to describe the primary elements that he drew from the 

image of the night;  subsequently, studying the eloquent components of 

the image associating the holistic inferences in the excerpts; then I 

studied the image structure according to the language implications, then  

the image spatial association molding it with the temporal factor that the 

image specifies; finally,  the (outer & inner) music of the text linked to 

the image to frame it in such a way that fit swiftly with the context. 
 


